We study the use of binary variables in reformulating general mixed-integer linear programs. We show that binary reformulations result in problems for which almost all the binary variables replacing a general integer variable need to be explored during branching. We also give computational results on the performance of such reformulations in solving the mixed-integer programs, which support our theoretical results.
INTRODUCTION
Practitioners frequently create models by replacing general integer variables in a mixed-integer linear program by introducing new binary variables (Rothberg 2000) . In this paper we provide theoretical and computational evidence demonstrating that remodeling of mixed-integer programs by binary variables should be avoided in practice unless special techniques are used to handle these variables.
Given A ∈ m×n , b ∈ m , c ∈ n , and p n, the general mixed-integer linear programming problem is minimize c T x subject to x ∈ K 0 MILP where
and
The set K 0 describes feasible mixed-integer solutions and the set K gives the feasible region of the LP-relaxation for MILP. We assume that K is bounded. Under this assumption, without loss of generality, we assume that the bound constraints x j 0, for j = 1 n, and x j M j , for j = 1 p, are included in the constraint set defining K. By conv K 0 we denote the convex hull of points in K 0 . In recent years methods using variable disjunctions to generate cuts have emerged as a powerful tool for solving mixed binary linear and nonlinear programs (Balas et al. 1993 (Balas et al. , 1996 Adams 1990, 1994; Stubbs and Mehrotra 1999) . The disjunctive cuts generated at the root node using variable disjunctions have proven useful in reducing the size of the tree generated in a branch-andcut algorithm (Balas et al. 1993 (Balas et al. , 1996 . From a theoretical point of view, the use of variable disjunctions allows for a complete description of the convex hull of the mixed binary set in a finite number of sequential convexification steps (Balas et al. 1993; Adams 1990, 1994) . Balas et al. (1993) also give a finite cutting plane algorithm for mixed binary linear programs, providing further theoretical support for using disjunctive cuts.
The complete description of the convex hull of the general mixed-integer set is not possible in a finite number of sequential convexification steps using variable disjunctions (Balas 1979, Owen and Mehrotra 2001) unless general integer variables are modeled as binary variables. Sherali and Adams (1999) provide one such technique, which uses a full expansion of the general integer variables in terms of binary variables. When convexification is done using variable disjunctions on general integer variables, the sequential convexification procedure converges to the convex hull only in the limit (Owen and Mehrotra 2001) , in contrast with finite convergence for the binary case. Knowing this theoretical advantage of mixed binary problems, it is tempting for practitioners to reformulate a MILP as a mixed binary linear problem using standard techniques. Furthermore, one may think to use the binary reformulation of MILP and use disjunctive cuts in a branch-andcut algorithm to solve this reformulation. On the contrary, there is an understanding among experts that this remodeling of general integer variables results in binary problems which are considerably more time consuming to solve (Rothberg 2000) .
In this paper we study the effectiveness of a compact and a full binary reformulation of MILP. We show that to generate conv(K 0 ) in the compact reformulation of MILP by choosing binary variables in the best possible order, the sequential convexification procedure of Balas et al. (1993) and the reformulation technique of Adams (1990, 1994) have to be carried out for all the binary variables (replacing a general integer variable) to eliminate more than half of the possible ranges for extreme points that are fractional in an integer variable. This negative result indicates that we need to explore the entire depth of the branch-and-bound tree while branching on binary variables replacing a general integer variable. It also indicates that disjunctive cuts that make good progress toward an optimal solution in the mixed-integer space may not be available early (e.g., at the root node). A result on the variable selection order is also given for the full reformulation of MILP. This result suggests that in the full reformulation all binary variables corresponding to integer values larger than the optimal integer value need to be fixed during branching.
As a consequence, we conclude that the binary reformulations are unlikely to be of practical (computational) value and should be discouraged in practice unless special techniques are used to handle these variables. This is further supported by computational evidence obtained on MIPLIB test problems (Bixby et al. 1998 ).
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give the compact reformulation and describe a use of the convexification procedures of Sherali and Adams (1990) and Balas et al. (1993) . Here we also show that if sets from the binary reformulation are prematurely projected, then we get the sets generated in the procedure described in Owen and Mehrotra (2001) , which only converges in the limit. In §3 we consider an application of the binary variable convexification procedure to a two-variable example problem. In §4 we prove the main results of this paper. Here we show that a particular variable selection order is best in terms of generating early cuts in the original space. We also demonstrate that in most cases we need to generate the hull for all expansion variables in order to eliminate most fractional extreme points in the original space. We state a result on variable selection order for the full reformulation in §4.3. In §5 we study computational results on the performance of binary reformulations.
BINARY REFORMULATION AND CONVEXIFICATION PROCEDURE

Binary Reformulation
The binary reformulation of MILP that we primarily focus on in our theoretical discussion is obtained by defining each integer variable by
where variables u j i ∈ for i = 0 1 2 k j , and k j = log 2 M j . We call this a compact reformulation since it requires us to introduce the least number of new binary variables. An alternative full reformulation introducing M j binary variables (one for each integer value) was used by Sherali and Adams (1999) ; we will discuss implications of our analysis to the full reformulation in §4.3.
The feasible set of the reformulated problem can be written in n continuous and k * ≡ p j=1 1 + k j binary variables as follows:
In general, we will have a set S ⊆ K B in the x u -space whose projection onto the x-space is defined as
Convexification Procedure
For any j ∈ 1 2 p and i ∈ 0 1 k j , define
= 1 A convexification procedure to generate conv K 0 based on the binary convexification procedure of Balas et al. (1993) , and the reformulation-linearization technique of Sherali and Adams (1990) , can be described as follows.
Given a general-integer problem, we first generate a binary expansion in the manner described in §2.1; let the convex set K B represent the linear relaxation of the expansion feasible region. Let C B represent the current polyhedral approximation of K 0 B . We initialize C B to be K B . At each iteration of the procedure, if there are any expansion variables that are fractional at an extreme point of C B , then we select such a fractional variable u j i . In this case, we update C B = conv x u ∈ C B u j i = 0 , x u ∈ C B u j i = 1 . This update does not add any new fractional extreme points and it removes all extreme points of current C B with fractional u j i (see Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 of Balas et al. 1993) . When all extreme points of C B are integer valued in the expansion variables, the region C B is equal to conv K 0 B . At this point in the procedure, we project the final expansion region C B onto the x-space, giving C * G = Proj x C B . It is easy to see that
A pseudocode description of the procedure is described in Figure 1 . In this description, C t B represents the current expansion region during the tth iteration.
Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 below show that we do not benefit by projecting the set at an intermediate stage of the binary expansion convexification procedure. These results show that if the set in the x u -space is projected after each iteration of the binary expansion convexification procedure, we get the infinite convergence procedure of Owen Pseudocode of the binary expansion convexification procedure.
and Mehrotra (2001). In particular, Theorem 1 states that after using the binary convexification procedure for all the binary variables corresponding to a general-integer variable x j , if we project the set onto the x-space, we get the convex hull of C G restricted to integer values of x j . This same set is generated at an iteration of the convexification procedure in Owen and Mehrotra (2001) . Corollary 2 states the equivalence of generated sets when the procedure is applied repeatedly.
Theorem 1. For a polyhedral set C G in x-space, let C B C G be the corresponding polyhedral set in x u -space of its binary reformulation. For each j ∈ 1 2 p and each
Corollary 2 suggests that it is necessary to generate conv(K 0 B before projecting it onto the x-space in order to generate the hull conv(K 0 ) in a finite number of steps. Therefore, we focus on studying the efficiency with which the binary expansion convexification procedure generates conv(K 0 B ). We note that our interest is in solving MILP. In the branch-and-cut algorithm conv(K 0 B is not generated while solving MILP, and constraints describing conv(K 0 B are generated as we progress. However, we would like to know when it is possible to generate constraints that would help strengthen the set of solutions in the x-space. In this context the study of how conv(K 0 B is generated in the x uspace becomes useful.
We illustrate our main results with the help of an example in the next section.
GENERATING THE CONVEX HULL FOR AN EXAMPLE MILP
We apply the convexification procedure in Figure 1 to a two-variable example problem. The sets C t B in this procedure are generated using version 1.3.1 of porta (Christof and Löebel 1997) . As the convexification procedure progresses, we want to know the cutting planes that are generated (if any) in the x-space. For this purpose we project the mixed-binary set C t B at each iteration of the convexification procedure to the x-space, however, we continue with the original binary formulation (with added inequalities) in the next iteration. This determines the progress being made in the x-space when applying the expansion convexification procedure. Consider the following example problem:
The relaxation K of this region, pictured in Figure 2 , has a single fractional extreme point,x = 2 5 2 5 . The linear relaxation of the binary expansion of this region is given by
Since K ⊆ 2 we can visually observe the region C t G at each iteration of the modified binary convexification procedure. The illustrations in Figure 3 show the set C t G after each iteration of the procedure, in the case where expansion variables are selected in the order u Observe that cuts are not generated in the original space until the third iteration of the procedure (Figure 3c ), after we have convexified with respect to all expansion variables for x 2 . At this point we have the convex hull with respect to x 2 , thus no extreme points have fractional x 2 components. No cut in the x-space is generated after we convexify for variable u 1 2 , and we get the convex hull conv(K 0 ) only after all the binary variables are considered. This leads to the interesting question: Is the property that (almost) all binary variables need to be considered to generate the convex hull true in general? Unfortunately, the answer to this question is yes, as it is proved in the next section. 
PROPERTIES OF THE BINARY EXPANSIONS
The previous example demonstrated the progress in x-space of the binary expansion convexification procedure, using a fixed selection order of the binary variables (u The result presented in §4.2 shows that even with a best variable selection order, we still need to consider all expansion variables in order to eliminate more than half of the possible choices of fractional values of generalinteger variables at an extreme point of K. This suggests that all binary variables corresponding to a generalinteger variable must be explored in the standard branching process; such a behavior is confirmed in the computational experiments reported in §5. It may also be inferred from the result in §4.2 that mixing the order of binary variables representing different general-integer variables (for example, u 
Best Variable Selection
We state the main result of this section in the following theorem. 
p of x in MILP.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to establishing this result. Proposition 4 below is a consequence of the facial disjunctive property of Balas (1979) .
Proposition 4. For any index set
Let ext(S) represent the extreme points of a set S. Lemma 5 shows that an extreme point of Proj x S is obtained from the projection of an extreme point of S. As a consequence of this lemma, the subsequent corollary shows that the set Proj x S can be generated by taking the convex hull of the projection of extreme points of S on to the xspace.
Lemma 5. For a polyhedron S ⊆ K B x ∈ ext Proj x S ⇒ there existsū such that x ū ∈ ext S Proof. Consider an arbitraryx ∈ ext Proj x S . Sincex is an extreme point of Proj x S , there must exist somec ∈ n such thatx is the unique optimal solution to the following problem:
subject to x ∈ Proj x S Furthermore, sincex ∈ Proj x S there must exist someū such that x ū ∈ S. Now consider the following problem:
Since S is nonempty, we can solve this problem using the simplex method to yield a solution x û ∈ ext S wherē c Tx =c
Tx . Since x û ∈ S, we have thatx ∈ Proj x S . It follows from our selection ofc thatx =x. Thus, since
x û ∈ ext S we know that x û ∈ ext S . The following is a technical lemma. It quantifies the range of values x j can take as its highest-order expansion variables are restricted to binary values. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the value of . As the base case, consider = 0. In this case, u j k j ∈ 0 1 . Since x j = k j i=0 2 i u j i and u j i ∈ 0 1 for all i ∈ 0 1 k j , we know that x j ∈ 0 2 k j +1 −1 . Thus, for u j k j ∈ 0 1 , the value x j is either in the interval 0 2 k j − 1 or in the interval 2 k j 2 k j +1 − 1 , when u j k j = 0 or u j k j = 1, respectively. It follows that x j is not in the interval 2 k j − 1 2 k j when u j k j ∈ 0 1 , thus the result holds for = 0. For the induction step, first assume that the claim is true for some arbitrary ∈ 0 1 k j − 1 . We will show that the result then holds for + 1. By our assumption, we have 
It thus follows that ifû j k j − +1 = 0, then
which implies that
This is equivalent to the statement that
thus the claim is true for + 1. The result follows.
In Theorem 8 we show that it is necessary to generate the hull in the x u -space with respect to the highest-order expansion variable, in order to see any tightening of the set in x-space. In Theorem 9 we show that the most effective approach for tightening the set in x-space is to generate the convex hull in the x u -space with the highest-order variables first.
Theorem 8. For any index set
Proof. Letx be an arbitrary extreme point of K. First, suppose thatx j ∈ 0 2 k j . Since k j ∈ i 0 i 1 i l , we have that x ū ∈ S, whereū
Thus, since Proj x S is a convex set containing all extreme points of K, we have
Theorem 9. For any index set
where is the largest integer such that
Proof. By construction, since k j k j − 1 k j − ⊆ i 0 i 1 i l , we have that S ⊆ S . It follows that Proj x S ⊆ Proj x S . In the following, we show that Proj x S ⊆ Proj x S , and thus Proj x S = Proj x S . Letx be an arbitrary extreme point of Proj x S . Sincex ∈ ext Proj x S , by Lemma 5 there exists someû such that x û ∈ ext S . By Lemma 7, we know thatx j ∈ 2 +1 −1 =1 2 k j − − 1 2 k j − , which implies thatx j is in the interval 2 k j − +1 2 k j − −1 for some ∈ 0 1 2 +1 −1 . If we restrict u j i ∈ 0 1 i ∈ k j k j − 1 k j − , then observe that any value ofx j in this interval is attainable only for fixed values ofû
is equal to the (k j − i + 1)th most significant digit of the ( + 1)-digit binary representation of the numberˆ 2 k j − . Let F 0 F 1 be the (unique) 816 / Owen and Mehrotra partition of the indices k j k j − 1 k j − such that i ∈ F 0 ⇔û j i = 0 and i ∈ F 1 ⇔û j i = 1. Then,
. In this case, let =x j −ˆ 2 k j − and takeû such that
and takeû such that
Sinceû j i ∈ 0 1 for all i ∈ i 0 i 1 i l , it is clear that x û ∈ S, thusx ∈ Proj x S . Sincex j ∈ ˆ 2 k j − ˆ +1 2 k j − −1 for someˆ ∈ 0 1 2 +1 −1 , we have shown that there exists some correspondingû such that x û ∈ S. Now the inclusion Proj x S ⊆ Proj x S follows from the convexity of sets S S Proj x S , and Proj x S and the use of the representation theorem (Bazaraa et al. 1993 , Theorem 2.6.7) The result follows.
Theorem 3 and Corollary 10 follow directly from Theorem 9.
Corollary 10. Cuts in the x-space of MILP are generated earliest if the convexification order for binary expansion variables of x j is given as
i 0 i 1 i k j = k j k j − 1 0 .
Convexification for All Integer Values
In the previous section we showed that the best convexification order for the binary expansion variables of x j is given as u
Intuitively, this order makes sense because at each step we are generating the convex hull with respect to the expansion variable with the largest coefficient that we have not yet considered, and thus we are restricting the value of x j as much as possible at each step. As a result, it may seem that we would typically not need to generate the convex hull with respect to all of the expansion variables in order to eliminate the fractional extreme points of K, and hence we may be able to generate the convex hull earlier by considering (all) expansion variables with the largest coefficients first. The following theorem contradicts this expectation. Proof. This theorem follows from Lemma 7. In particular, suppose that we have generated the convex hull in the lifted space with respect to u j i for all i ∈ 1 2 k j . In the corresponding projection, we have eliminated only the fractional extreme points with x j ∈ 2 k j −1 =1 The above result, together with Theorem 3, has important implications for practitioners. It suggests that remodeling integer variables in MILP using additional binary variables results in a problem for which almost all the binary variables need to be explored in the standard branching process, or while generating cuts using variable disjunctions in a branch-and-cut algorithm. Therefore, such reformulations should be avoided, unless special techniques are used to handle these variables. Note however, that the need to explore all the binary variables corresponding to an integer variable does not mean that the size of the branch-andbound tree will grow exponentially in these variables, since large segments of this tree would be pruned easily.
Full-Expansion Reformulation
The binary reformulation of MILP used by Sherali and Adams (1999) 
for some ordering j 1 j 2 j p of the variable indices 1 2 p of x in MILP.
Similar to the compact-reformulation case, this result is based on the result (left for the reader) that binary expansion variables corresponding to a general integer variable x j need to be convexified in descending order to see tightening in the set obtained upon projection in the x-space.
This result suggests that in the full reformulation all binary variables corresponding to integer values larger than the optimal integer value need to be fixed during branching before we can prove optimality of a solution. Because of this phenomenon, in the branching process we are likely to consider many of the binary variables that replace an integer variable. The computational results in the next section confirm such behavior.
We also note that the reformulation-linearization technique of Sherali and Adams (1999) generates the convex hull with respect to all the binary variables u j i replacing a general integer variable x j at once. The size of the linear program resulting from applying this technique to only one set of u j i is very large, and it is not clear if this technique can be used in practice.
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
The computational results presented in this section are based on problem instances from the MIPLIB-3.0 library (Bixby et al. 1998) . For each problem instance considered, we generated both a compact-and full-expansion reformulation based on the variable bounds stated in the original problem file.
1 Each problem from the library that contains general-integer variables is considered except for dsbmip and arki001. The problem dsbmip is not considered because the value of each of its 32 generalinteger variables is explicitly fixed. The problem arki001 is excluded due to errors encountered when trying to solve its binary reformulations.
2 All problems were solved using version 6.6 of the general purpose solver CPLEX (ILOG Inc. 1998) with the default settings. Table 1 gives a summary of the problem instances and computational results. The third column gives the total number of variables, and columns 4 and 5, respectively, give the number of general-and binary-integer variables for each instance. The penultimate column shows the number of branch-and-bound nodes required to solve the problem as reported by the CPLEX library routine CPXgetnodecnt(). The last column shows the "user time" needed to solve the problem as returned by the UNIX system call getrusage(); times are reported for solution on a Sun Ultra-60 workstation with 384Mb RAM (and 1Gb virtual memory) running Solaris 5.7.
The first observation from the results in Table 1 is that solution times for binary reformulations were always more than the time required by the original formulation. This suggests that solving either of the two reformulations is not effective. In its worst relative performance (problem gesa3_o), the compact expansion solved approximately 19 times slower than the original formulation. For problem bell5 the full expansion solved 1,088 times slower than the original formulation.
The compact expansion was solved faster than the full expansion on 10 problems, while the full expansion was solved faster on the remaining four. The compact expansion of problem bell3a was solved 194 times faster than its full expansion, while the full expansion of problem gesa3_o was solved 3.7 times faster than its compact expansion. Although compact expansion generally seems to perform better, these results suggest that superiority of either of the two reformulations is not predictable.
A further analysis of the computational results in Table 1 for the compact expansion show a near-linear growth in the number of examined nodes in the branch-and-bound enumeration tree with growth in the binary variables due to reformulation. For this expansion the growth in the number of examined nodes is a good indicator for the increase in required CPU time to solve the problem. The growth in the number of nodes for the full expansion is less predictable. Also, for the full expansion the growth in CPU time as a function of growth in the number of examined nodes is less predictable. Although the problems in the MIPLIB test set have very different characteristics, our computational results on these problems support the performance indicated from the theory developed in the previous section.
As noted earlier, the binary reformulations for problems in Table 1 were generated using the bounds provided in the original MIPLIB problem files. It is also possible to generate implied bounds by solving linear programs corresponding to all general-integer variables. We performed a second set of experiments where we generated reformulations using these implied bounds. Our qualitative conclusions from the runs using the implied bounds are the same.
CONCLUSIONS
We have given theoretical explanations that suggest that binary reformulations of mixed-integer linear programs are not a practical alternative for solving these problems. With the help of computational results we showed that the solution times for these reformulations generally grow linearly with the increase in the number of binary variables introduced during reformulation. The performance of the full reformulation is less predictable; however, computational results suggest that it frequently performs worse than the compact reformulation.
We point out that our theoretical and computational results are under the assumption that the structure of constraints on binary variables in the reformulation is not exploited in the branching process. It may be possible to exploit the structure of the binary variables introduced in the problem reformulation. For example, in full expansion the resulting problem introduces a special-ordered (type 1) constraint. In order to exploit this in CPLEX one Table 1 .
Computational results.
